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Introduction
Membrane proteins perform multiple functions and are vital to the survival of
all organisms (1). It is estimated that the genes coding for membrane proteins
make up 20-30% of the genomes of organisms (2). They serve as channels (3, 4),
transporters (5–7), receptors (8), enzymes (9) and function in cell signaling (10,
11), translocation of substrates (12–14), energy transduction (15, 16) and cell-
cell recognition (17–19). Due to their vital significance, advanced technological
methods such as NMR (20), cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) (21) and X-ray
crystallography (22) have been developed, in part, to determine structures of
membrane proteins. However, these experimental methods only provide a static
state of proteins while molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are eligible to
probe the dynamic behaviors of them with the high-resolution structure solved
(23). Therefore, preparing a membrane-protein system at atomic resolution
became a major concern of simulators.

Previous studies have emphasized the importance of building a native mem-
brane: not only are the lipid-protein interactions responsible for regulating or
stabilizing the conformation of membrane proteins (24–27), but also the com-
position of the membrane will influence their structure and function (28, 29).
Consequently, one should be especially careful to select the appropriate mem-
brane for a given membrane protein.

Figure 1: Structure of E. coli BamA.
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To simplify and automate the building process of a native membrane-protein
system for MD simulations, CHARMM-GUI (http://www.charmm-gui.org)
(19, 30) provides a graphical user interface (GUI) of multiple modules for the
biomolecular simulation program CHARMM (31). And Membrane Builder (19)
is one of the modules in CHARMM-GUI, which offers users a relatively easy way
to build complicated membranes with all types of lipids through a user-specified
and automated process, including PDB loading, protein orientation, system size
determination, generation for lipids, pore water, bulk water as well as ions, and
components assembly (19).

In this tutorial, we will go through the process of preparing a membrane-
protein system step-by-step using BamA as an example (Figure 1). BamA is
the central component of BAM complex (32–35). It is an outer membrane
protein (OMP) of Gram-negative bacteria, which is responsible for the folding
and insertion of other OMPs (36). It contains a transmembrane β-barrel of 16
strands along with five periplasmic polypeptide-transport-associated (POTRA)
domains (Figure 1). We are going to use the structure from E. coli (PDB ID:
5AYW (33)), which includes up to 5 POTRA domains.

The tutorial is divided into two units: we will first build the system in
CHARMM-GUI (Figure 2a) and then equilibrate it in NAMD (Figure 2b) (37).

The tutorial assumes some basic knowledge of VMD and NAMD. For the
accompanying VMD and NAMD tutorials, please see http://www.ks.uiuc.
edu/Training/Tutorials/.

Required programs
The following programs are required for this tutorial:

• In order to access CHARMM-GUI, a web browser such as Chrome, Firefox,
etc. is required.

• VMD: The latest version of Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) is avail-
able at http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/.

• NAMD: The latest version of NAnoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD)
to run simulations is available at http://www.ks.uiuc.edu/Research/
namd/.

Getting started
Files for this tutorial are provided along with example outputs for each step.
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Figure 2: The preparation of a fully built and equilibrated membrane-protein system. (a)
The building process of membrane-protein system in CHARMM-GUI. (b) System equilibration
in NAMD.
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1 System building in CHARMM-GUI
1.1 Read protein coordinates and manipulate structure
The process of building a membrane-protein system via CHARMM-GUI starts
with the loading of protein coordinates, followed by several alternative manip-
ulation options, and finally generating a Protein Structure File (PSF). Users
can upload a pre-oriented protein structure or specify a Protein Data Bank
(PDB) ID to download PDB files directly from either the Research Collabora-
tory for Structural Bioinformatics (RCSB) database (38, 39) or the Orientations
of Proteins in Membranes (OPM) database (40). Here, we will use BamA as an
example.

1.1.1 Load PDB file
1 Open CHARMM-GUI (http://www.charmm-gui.org/) in a web browser.

Select the menu item Input Generator → Membrane Builder on the left-
most part of the website.

2 Drag the scroll bar to the middle. Two options will appear on the screen:
Protein/Membrane System and Membrane Only System. Choose the for-
mer one.

3 Enter 5ayw (PDB ID of one conformation of BamABCDE Complex (33))
into the Download PDB File blank, meanwhile, selecting OPM as the Download
Source. Then, click on the Next Step: Select/Model Chain button in
the lower right corner.

Loading the PDB file. Users can either use PDB files from
database by selecting RCSB or OPM, or upload their own pre-oriented
PDB file. Options for PDB Format need to be chosen when using
your own PDB file. Note that PDB files obtained from the OPM
database have already been pre-oriented with respect to the mem-
brane normal (Z axis by definition) while those from RCSB database
need to be oriented manually by users themselves using VMD or in
the subsequent step through CHARMM-GUI.

4 View Model/Chain Selection Option. This PDB file contains five pro-
teins. Information such as type, segID, PDB ID, first and last residue ID
of chains and engineered residues are listed here as well.

Users are able to view the constitutive segments already present in the PDB
file, which mainly include protein chains, substrates, crystallographic water
molecules, ions and crystallization detergents. They can also select whatever
segments they want to use as well.

5 Here, we will focus on BamA alone. Check on the box of PROA only.
Then, click on the Next Step: Manipulate PDB button in the lower right
corner.
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Beyond deciding which segments to include in their system, users also have
the ability to select a subset of residues of a chain, rename every segment and
remove engineered residues. These operations will not be used in this chapter.

1.1.2 Manipulate PDB file
In order to generate a PSF properly, extra manipulation options are required.
CHARMM-GUI provides users with diverse options for manipulation to meet
multiple demands, including terminal group patching, modeling missing residues,
mutation, protonation, disulfide bonds, add lipidation, etc. Here, we will fo-
cus on terminal group patching and disulfide bonds manipulation options only.
Readers can explore other options on their own.

6 Check the box labeled Terminal group patching. Select NTER for First
and CTER for Last.

7 Check the box labeled Disulfide bonds. Set Pair 1 Residue ID to 690
while set Pair 2 Residue ID to 700. This is an important disulfide bond
in E. coli BamA.

Reading PDB structural information. Generally,
CHARMM-GUI detects structural information automatically, such
as missing residues, disulfide bonds and others if indicated by re-
marks in PDB files (Figure 3). However, depending on the source
of the PDB, these remarks may have been written inadequately or
even lost altogether. If that occurs, CHARMM-GUI cannot load
those kinds of structure information, requiring users to add them
manually in this step.

Figure 3: Part of the structural information in the original PDB file.

8 Click on the Next Step: Generate PDB and Orient Molecule button
in the lower right corner. Users can view the loading structure in the next
step by clicking on the view structure button on the top of the website.
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You may notice another option called Symmetry Operation Options when
you scroll down to the end of the page. This option is only supported when the
PDB file contains the information about oligomerization, in which the protein
oligomer is composed of two or more associating monomers with different or
identical structures (41).

1.2 Orient the protein
After PDB loading and manipulation, the protein needs to be oriented and
positioned properly relative to the membrane bilayer. This step consists of two
subsections, i.e., orient and position protein and generate pore water.

1.2.1 Orient and position protein
CHARMM-GUI’s Membrane Builder defines the Z axis as the membrane normal
and Z = 0 Å as the center of the membrane bilayer (19, 42). Therefore, to build
a system with the proper protein orientation and position, it must be aligned
with the Z axis and its hydrophobic region centered on Z = 0 Å. Since we use a
pre-oriented protein from OPM, orientation and positioning are not necessary
here.

1 Locate Orientation Options. Four options are provided here. Each
option is labeled with the situation it is intended for.

Protein orientation. In CHARMM-GUI, the protein can be
placed appropriately in the membrane by reorienting it via the align-
ment of its principal axis or a vector between two residues with the
Z axis in Orientation Options, and repositioning it by means of
the rotation with respect to the X or Y axis, or translation along
the Z axis in Positioning Options. Users can also just utilize the
original orientation and position information contained in the PDB
file.

2 Subsequently, select Use PDB Orientation. Users can see the orientation
file (Figure 4) in the next step by clicking on the view structure button
on the top of the website.

Usually, proper orientation information is not available for PDB files from
the RCSB database, such that proteins most likely need to be reoriented and
repositioned in this step. Users can select Use PDB Orientation if they use
PDB files from OPM database. Users can also use move and rotate commands
in VMD to write a pre-oriented PDB file and then upload it to CHARMM-GUI.

1.2.2 Generate pore water
In general, proteins with pores, such as ion channels, transporters and porins, are
able to accommodate water molecules inside their internal cavity. CHARMM-
GUI provides a general approach for pore water generation.
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Figure 4: Protein orientation. The yellow sheets are the XY-planes of membrane. (a) Top
view. (b) Side view.

3 Locate the Area Calculation Options.

4 Click on the box of Generate Pore Water and Measure Pore Size.

5 Select Using protein geometry.

Pore water generation. During the pore water generation pro-
cess, CHARMM-GUI solvates the transmembrane region of protein
with a water box and runs high temperature dynamics with the pro-
tein fixed and water restrained in the transmembrane region. Water
molecules inside the pore will remain while water molecules outside
the pore will evaporate (19) (Figure 5). Water staying close to the
protein exterior due to strong interactions, can be removed by a
refinement step in Section 1.4.

6 Click on the Next Step: Calculate Cross-Sectional Area button in
the lower right corner.

Note that the cross-sectional area of the protein will be calculated in this
subsection to help determine the system size in the next step.

1.3 Determine the system size
According to the cross-sectional area of the protein calculated in the previous
step and lipid surface areas from experiments, the system size in the XY -plane
and along the Z axis can be determined by multiple user-specified parameters in
System Size Determination Options, including lipid types, system shape, water
thickness along the Z axis on the top and bottom of the membrane, and numbers
or ratios of lipid components. Since we are building the membrane for BamA
in E. coli, we will use an E. coli membrane. E. coli is a Gram-negative bacteria
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Figure 5: Pore water generation. (a) Solvating the transmembrane region with water. (b)
Pore water remains after high temperature dynamics.

enveloped by two membranes, an inner membrane (IM) and outer membrane
(OM). BamA resides in the OM. In Gram-negative bacteria, there is a special
outer membrane component, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), which consists of lipid
A and a polysaccharide, residing exclusively in the upper leaflet. The lower
leaflet of the OM is a mixture of phospholipids. Here, we will use LPS for the
upper leaflet while using PVCL2, PMPE, PMPG, PVPE and PVPG for the
lower leaflet, with a ratio of 2 : 8 : 1 : 8 : 2 (43, 44).

1 Locate System Size Determination Options.

2 Select the Heterogeneous Lipid option.

Presently, the Homogeneous Lipid option is not supported, but users can
select one type of lipid when using the Heterogeneous Lipid option to generate
a homogeneous lipid bilayer.

3 Select Rectangular as the Box Type.

4 In the Length of Z based on option, select Water thickness. Change
its initial parameter from 22.5 to 30 Å.

The scale of the entire system along the Z axis is determined by the height
of the protein in Z and the thickness of the added water slabs (Figure 6). In
general, the default water thickness of 22.5 Å is sufficient. For a membrane-only
system, users can select the Hydration number (number of water molecules per
one lipid molecule) option to define the total number of water molecules (19).

5 In the Length of XY based on option, select Ratios of lipid components.
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Figure 6: Water thickness of a membrane-protein system.

Membrane Builder gives users two options to determine the system size in
the XY -plane: Ratio of lipid components, which corresponds to the Length
of X and Y , and Numbers of lipid components, which corresponds to the XY
dimension ratio.

6 Go to Lipid Type column. In CL (cardiolipin) Lipids, set PVCL2’s
Lowerleaflet Ratio as 2 and Upperleaflet Ratio as 0. In Bacterial
Lipids, set the Lowerleaflet Ratio of PMPE, PMPG, PVPE and PVPG as 8,
1, 8 and 2, respectively, while keeping the Upperleaflet Ratio of all of
them as 0.

7 Locate LPS (lipopolysaccharides). Set the Upperleaflet Ratio as 1
and the Lowerleaflet Ratio as 0.

8 Click on LPSA button. In the pop-up, set all the parameters to match those
shown in Figure 7. Then click on the Next Step: Update LPS button in
the lower right corner.

Ideally, the types and numbers of lipids are chosen to match the native
membrane. Users should search the literature to determine which species the
protein is from as well as the composition of its membrane in advance.
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Figure 7: LPS type and core sequence.

9 Returning to the Length of XY based on option, enter 135 in the Length
of X and Y blank as an initial guess. Then click on the Show the system
info button and you should see the information shown in Figure 8a.

This situation is caused by the difference in areas between the upper leaflet
and the lower leaflet of membrane. Generally, in order to solve it, we will use
the Ratio of lipid components option first to determine the numbers of every
membrane component under a certain initial guess. Then, use the Numbers of
lipid components option to fine tune the number of lipids according to the
feedback.

10 Select the Numbers of lipid components option. Change the upper-
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Figure 8: Feedback information for determining the membrane size. (a) Only using ratio to
determine the membrane size may lead to one leaflet having too few lipids. (b) Adjusting the
lipid numbers slightly will eliminate this problem.

leaflet lipid number of LPS from 92 to 93. Click on Show the system
info button and you will see the information in Figure 8b.

11 Click on the Next Step: Determine the System Size button.

1.4 Build the components
On the basis of the system size, the generation of individual components for the
system, including the membrane, bulk water, and counter ions will be completed
in this step.

1 Locate the System Building Options. Then select Replacement method.

Replacement method. Replacement method (Figure 9) dis-
tributes lipid-like pseudo atoms around the protein first, and then
replaces them with lipid molecules selected randomly from a lipid
molecule library, which contains 2,000 different conformations of
lipids from MD simulations of pure bilayers (19). Note that
Insertion method is no longer supported in CHARMM-GUI.
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2 Move on to Component Building Options. Check the Include Ions
box.

Figure 9: The replacement method uses lipid-like pseudo atoms to build lipids around the
protein. (a,c) Lipid-like pseudo atoms around the protein. (b,d) Lipids around the protein.
(a,b) Top view. (c,d) Side view.

3 Use KCl as neutralizing species with a concentration of 0.15 M. Choose
Mg2+ as the counter ions for both lipid A and core. Keep the Ion Placing
Method as Distance.

Neutralization. In order to neutralize the system, Membrane
Builder creates an appropriate number of ions based on the user-
specified ion concentration and type. The initial configuration of
ions is then determined through Monte Carlo simulations using a
simplified model, i.e., van der Waals and scaled Coulombic interac-
tions (19).

4 Go to Pore Water Options. Inappropriately placed water molecules can
be removed here. Usually, there are no extra water molecules that need
to be removed and this step can be skipped.
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Refining pore water. water generated in 1.2.2 can be refined
in this step, to ensure that no water molecules are left outside of the
protein in the membrane hydrophobic core region. Users can down-
load the structure file to verify whether those water molecules are
removed and select the residue numbers of water molecules needing
to be removed on the website.

5 Click on the Next Step: Build Components button in the lower right
corner. The lipid bilayer will be generated first in this step.

6 To generate water molecules and ions, click on the Next Step: Assemble
Components button in the lower right corner.

1.5 Assemble the components
Components generated in the previous steps will be assembled in this step.
Users should check the system carefully and verify whether the system is built
as intended. If not, go back to previous steps and re-generate the whole system.

1 Check carefully to ensure the system is built as intended. If no problem
exists, then click on the Next Step: Assemble Components button in
the lower right corner to complete the assembly. Otherwise, go back to
rebuild the system.

2 Download all the output files by click on download.tgz.

So for now, the entire system containing protein, lipid bilayer, bulk water,
and ions is generated completely through user-specified parameters and options
in CHARMM-GUI. Users can load the system into VMD to see it in detail and
begin the equilibration process with NAMD next.
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2 System equilibration in NAMD
Now, we have finished building the system, including protein (BamA in this
case), membrane with LPS in the upper leaflet and phospholipids in the lower
leaflet, water molecules, and ions in CHARMM-GUI. In this step, we are going
to equilibrate the system using NAMD.

In general, we equilibrate this multiphase system step by step to speed up the
equilibration process. The entire equilibration involves several minimization-
equilibration cycles, fixing parts of molecules and relaxing the remaining com-
ponents gradually. Releasing the whole system at once results in a rapid change
of the system size as well as unfavorable conformations, typically causing the
simulation to fail. You may see, for example, the following error in the log file:

FATAL ERROR: Periodic cell has become too small for original
patch grid!

Though readers can solve this problem by restarting the simulation, it will
take much more time to fully equilibrate the system compared to doing it in
multiple steps.

In this section, we equilibrate the system in four steps: (1) melting lipid
tails, (2) relaxing the membrane and water with the protein constrained, (3)
relaxing side chains with protein backbone constrained, and (4) relaxing the
whole system.

2.1 Melting of lipid tails
In this step, the complete membrane-protein system excluding lipid tails will
be fixed for the first simulation. Because the membrane is built in a nearly
crystalline state, the aliphatic tails must be “melted” to achieve a more fluid-
like state.

1 Change your current directory to Chapter/Equilibration/Step1.
2 Open the script file getcnst S1.tcl in a text editor. In this file, we are

going to set the beta value of lipid tails to 0, while setting the beta value
of all others to 1, thus telling NAMD which atoms to restrain.

NAMD constraints. In the configuration file, a series of param-
eters related to constraints are given. In particular, the conskcol
tells NAMD which column to use from the conskfile for the force
constants. Atoms with a non-zero value in this column, which is
beta in the example here, will be constrained during the simulations
according to the potential U(x⃗) = k |x⃗− x⃗0|

consexp where consexp
defaults to 2; other atoms with 0 in this column are not constrained
and, thus, can equilibrate.

Here, the atom selection relax1 stands for the head groups of lipid A while
relax2 represents the head groups of phospholipid, respectively. Readers should
specify the selections for head groups of lipid A and phospholipid on their own.
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3 Close the text editor. Run the script getcnst S1.tcl and produce a log
file by typing the following commands in the terminal:

vmd -dispdev text -e getcnst S1.tcl > getcnst S1.log
EcBamA S1.cnst,which is formatted as a PDB file, is generated. You can
load EcBamA.psf file and add the cnst file you generated just now in VMD.
Use the default line representation and color it by beta to confirm that
you have set the beta values correctly.

4 Open the configuration file EcBamA S1.conf in a text editor and go to
the Force Field Parameter File section. Multiple parameter files are
listed here. These files will be invoked as force field parameters when
simulations are run.

paraTypeCharmm on
parameters ../../ParamFiles/NBFIX.str
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36m prot.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36 na.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36 carb.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36 lipid.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36 cgenff.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/par all36 lipid bacterial.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/toppar water ions modified.prm
parameters ../../ParamFiles/toppar all36 lipid lps.str
parameters ../../ParamFiles/toppar all36 carb imlab.str

Parameters files. Parameter files contain all of the numerical
constants correlated with the determination of forces and energies.
The NBFIX.str file includes optimized corrections for the interac-
tions between ions and carbonyl oxygen atoms (45). These correc-
tions are normally distributed across multiple files but have been
collected here for simplicity.

5 Go to the Periodic Boundary Conditions section. The size and center
of the system need to be input here.

cellBasisVector1 145.0 0.0 0.0
cellBasisVector2 0.0 145.3 0.0
cellBasisVector3 0.0 0.0 193.0
cellOrigin 0.0 0.1 -17.4
wrapAll on
wrapNearest on

Note that cellBasisVector stands for the system size vectors along the
X, Y and Z directions while cellOrigin represents the center of the
system. Information about the system size and center can be obtained
from VMD.

6 Open VMD and type the following commands in the TK Console to load
the structure:
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mol new ../../MembBuilding/EcBamA memb.psf
mol addfile ../../MembBuilding/EcBamA memb.pdb

7 Then type the commands below to get the center of the entire system:
set all [atomselect top all]
measure center $all

You can see the result in TK Console window:
-0.044672466814517975 0.10125688463449478 -17.42184066772461

The cellOrigin parameter specified in configuration file should be set to
these values. Rounding to the tenth of an Å is sufficient.

8 In order to obtain the size of the system, type:
set wat [atomselect top water]
set min [lindex [measure minmax $wat] 0]
set max [lindex [measure minmax $wat] 1]
set length [vecsub $max $min]

Now, a list should appear on the screen:
144.0189971923828 144.28700256347656 192.01699829101563

Though VMD returns very precise values, readers can round them to a
tenth of an Å.

Getting system size. Notice that the selection we have used
here is water instead of all. This is because lipid tails can hang
over the boundary, but only if the center of mass of a lipid crosses
the periodic boundary will it be wrapped. Readers can avoid having
an artificially large unit cell by choosing a selection without lipids,
such as water

.

9 Exit VMD and scroll down to the Constant Pressure Control section.
Notice the following line:

langevinPiston off
In the lipid tails melting step, this option is turned off on account of
the fact that most of the system is fixed. If turned on at this step, the
simulation may fail with the following error in the log file:

ERROR: Constraint failure in RATTLE algorithm for atom ID!
ERROR: Constraint failure; simulation has become unstable.

10 Now move to the Constraints section. It should read as follows:
constraints on
consref ../../MembBuilding/EcBamA.pdb
conskfile EcBamA S1.cnst
conskcol B
margin 3
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When running a simulation, constraints work in terms of the conskcol B
for beta-coupling here. It could also be X, Y, Z or O (occupancy). Values
contained in conskfile determine which atoms should be constrained. A
detailed description on the role beta-coupling plays was introduced previ-
ously.

11 Go to the last section, i.e., EXECUTION SCRIPT. It reads:
minimize 2000
reinitvels 310
run 500000

This means NAMD will run 2000 steps of minimization first and then
reset the velocities according to the chosen system temperature of 310 K,
followed by a 500000-step equilibration. Each step takes 2 fs, making the
total 1 ns for equilibration.

Minimization. Because of the possibility of tensile or compressive
deformations in bonds and angles or interactions between compo-
nents possessing high energies, each step starts with minimization,
which involves searching the energy landscape of the atomic posi-
tions using the MD force field to achieve a local minimum. Equili-
brating directly without minimization may lead to the unnecessary
release of extremely high energies stored in improper structures,
probably causing drastic motion, which further gives rise to the sim-
ulation behavior that is incongruous with the real behavior of the
system in solution.

12 Close the text editor and run your simulation on a supercomputer if possi-
ble. Or type the following command in the terminal to run the simulation
on your own computer or laptop:

namd2 EcBamA S1.conf > EcBamA S1.log &
We don’t recommend you run this on your own machine unless you have
a fast GPU and are using the GPU-accelerated version of NAMD. If you
do not have computing resources available, example output is given.

13 Once the simulation is done, open VMD and load the trajectory file
EcBamA S1.dcd on top of the psf file EcBamA.psf.

14 Play the trajectory to see the changes of the system during the first step of
equilibration. Lipid tails have become more disordered as desired (Figure
10).

2.2 Equilibration with protein constrained
Starting from the result of the last step, the whole system will be further equi-
librated with only the protein constrained.
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Figure 10: Lipid tails melting process (protein not shown). (a) The initial system. (b)
System with tails melted.

1 Change your directory to Chapter/Equilibration/Step2.

2 Open the script file getcnst S2.tcl in a text editor. Commands shown
below set the beta value of the protein to 1 while setting those of all others
to 0.

set all [atomselect top all]
set protein [atomselect top protein]
$all set beta 0
$protein set beta 1

3 Close the text editor. Type the following command in the terminal window
to run the script:

vmd -dispdev text -e getcnst S2.tcl > getcnst S2.log
EcBamA S2.cnst,which is formatted as a PDB file, is generated now. You
can load EcBamA.psf file and add the cnst file you generated just now in
VMD. Use the default line representation and color it by beta to confirm
that you’ve set the beta values correctly.

4 Open the configuration file EcBamA S2.conf. You may notice some pa-
rameters are different from the configuration file in the previous step. Go
to the Input section:

binCoordinates ../Step1/$name S1.restart.coor
binVelocities ../Step1/$name S1.restart.vel
extendedSystem ../Step1/$name S1.restart.xsc

Since lipid tails were melted in the previous step, we want to continue the
next simulation on the basis of that result. The commands listed above
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are used to restart the simulation from where it ended in the last step.
More specifically, binCoordinates, binVelocities and extendedSystem
invoke files containing position data, velocity data, and the periodic cell,
respectively.

firsttimestep [get first ts ../Step1/$name S1.restart.xsc]
Firsttimestep is the number of the first step when a simulation is run-
ning, normally used when the simulation is a continuation of another one.
For most purposes, it doesn’t affect the dynamics. Exceptions include
steered MD, among other time-dependent forces. Here, we will use a cus-
tomized function to get it from the xsc file of the last step. Go to the
Get Firsttimestep section. The function get first ts is defined by the
following commands:

proc get first ts {xscfile} {
set fd [open $xscfile r]
gets $fd; gets $fd
gets $fd line
set ts [lindex $line 0]
close $fd
return $ts

}
You can also open the xsc file in a text editor to see how these commands
work.

5 Go to Periodic Boundary Conditions section:
wrapAll on
wrapNearest on

Because the xsc file contains the periodic cell parameters, there is no need
to reset cellBasisVector and cellOrigin.

6 Scroll down to the Constant Pressure Control section. Notice the fol-
lowing commands:

useFlexibleCell yes
langevinPiston on

Since most components of the whole system are able to move in this step,
useFlexibleCell should be used here. LangevinPiston is activated as
well in this step to control the pressure of the whole system.

useFlexibleCell. The three orthogonal dimensions of the system
are allowed to fluctuate independently when useFlexibleCell is
enabled. Generally, this option is used for systems with a membrane,
while it is not typically suitable for a protein solvated in a water box.
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7 Go to the last section, i.e., EXECUTION SCRIPT. The number of steps is set
to 5000000 (10 ns) rather than the original value 500000 (1 ns) to give the
membrane more time to relax.

Figure 11: Equilibration with protein constrained. (a) (b) Side view of the system before
(a) and after (b). The system is compressed along the Z axis as water packs around the
membrane and protein.

8 Close the text editor. Run your simulation on a supercomputer if possible
(highly recommended). Or type the following command in the terminal
window:

namd2 EcBamA S2.conf > EcBamA S2.log &

9 Once the simulation is finished, load the trajectory file EcBamA S2.dcd
on top of the psf file in VMD. You will find the entire system seems to ex-
perience a compression along the Z axis (Figure 11), owing to the packing
of water around the protein and membrane under constant pressure.

2.3 Equilibration with backbone constrained
After system relaxation with the protein constrained, we have obtained a membrane-
protein system in which lipids are well packed around the protein, while water
molecules have not entered into hydrophobic regions. We will further release
the side chains of the protein in this step.

1 Change your directory to Chapter/Equilibration/Step3.

2 Open the script getcnst S3.tcl in a text editor. Commands shown
below set the beta values of the protein backbone to 1 while setting those
of all others to 0.
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set all [atomselect top all]
set backbone [atomselect top “protein and backbone”]
$all set beta 0
$backbone set beta 1

3 Close the text editor. Type the following commands in a terminal window
to run the script:

vmd -dispdev text -e getcnst S3.tcl > getcnst S3.log
The conskfile EcBamA S3.cnst is generated. You can load EcBamA.psf
file and add the cnst file you generated just now in VMD. Use the default
line representation and color it by beta to confirm that you’ve set the beta
values correctly.

4 Run your simulation on a supercomputer if possible (highly recommended).
Or type the following command in the terminal window:

namd2 EcBamA S3.conf > EcBamA S3.log &

5 After the simulation is done, load the trajectory file EcBamA S3.dcd on
top of the psf file in VMD. Lipids are well packed around the protein now
(see Figure 12) because of the equilibration of the interactions between
lipids and side chains of protein in this step.

Figure 12: Equilibration with backbone constrained. (a, b) Top view of the system before
(a) and after (b). Lipids are well packed around the protein after this step.

2.4 Equilibration of the whole system
In the previous step, the side chains of the protein were released. We will
proceed to equilibrate the system without any constraints now.
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1 Change your directory to Chapter/Equilibration/Step4.

2 Since no constraints are needed in this step, the script to set beta values
is unnecessary.

3 Open the configuration file. Go to the last section. Notice that the mini-
mization step is eliminated.

4 Close the text editor and run your simulation on a supercomputer if possi-
ble (highly recommended). Or type the following command in the terminal
window:

namd2 EcBamA S4.conf > EcBamA S4.log &

After the simulation is finished, the membrane-protein system should be
fairly well equilibrated. However, sometimes a larger system might need more
time to equilibrate. Readers may wish to utilize hydrogen-mass repartitioning
(HMR) (46, 47) to accelerate the simulation. You can view the changes of the
system during the simulations through trajectory files.
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